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Kira L. Barton, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, College of Engineering, is recommended for promotion to associate professor of
mechanical engineering, with tenure, Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of
Engineering.
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Summary of Evaluation:
Teaching: Professor Barton is an effective teacher and excellent advisor to our students. Since
joining the University of Michigan, she has taught a core undergraduate course (ME360) and a
graduate course (ME587). Students report that Professor Barton is a caring, organized and effective
instructor. She has graduated three Ph.D. students and is currently advising another ten. She has also
supervised many undergraduate and master’s research projects. Her graduate students testify that she
is a patient, dedicated and helpful advisor. Her mentorship is also well demonstrated through the
papers she has published with her students.
Research: Professor Barton’s primary research is on the application of iterative learning control to
additive manufacturing based on electro-hydrodynamic jet printing, including both theoretical
aspects of controller design and practical or engineering challenges of implementing such control on
the printing technology. At Michigan, she has broadened into other applications of learning control
as well as the fundamental physics of the E-jet printing. Recently, Professor Barton has applied
learning control methodologies to cooperative control of multiple agents, rehabilitation robotics, and
cloud-based manufacturing. Professor Barton has developed a strong research program at Michigan
with significant and sustainable funding. She has won many external grants, from NSF and others,
and has six pending research proposals under review. Professor Barton has been publishing research
findings in high-quality journals in her field, with nine journal papers accepted/published (including
two shorter papers in the high-quality journal, Applied Physics Letters) since joining U-M, and
several more under review. Seven of these journal articles are with her students. She has also been
active in publishing and presenting at various important conferences in her field. Professor Barton
has developed a strong record in research and is showing excellent potential. External reviewers
praise her outstanding research contributions and leadership in her field. Because of her research
excellence, Professor Barton is the recipient of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME)
Outstanding Young Manufacturing Engineer Award as well as the NSF CAREER Award.
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Service: Professor Barton has been a great citizen. She has been a member and chair of the
Departmental Seminar Committee and a member of the Faculty Search Committee for her
department. At the college level, she has served on the Dean’s Advisory Committee for Female
Faculty (DACFF) and has co-organized the College of Engineering Control Seminar series. She was
also a course leader for ME360. Professor Barton has demonstrated an active commitment to
improving the climate for female and underrepresented faculty and students; participating on
committees and workshops, advising many minority and female students, and seeking to improve
diversity in her fields of control and manufacturing. Externally, Professor Barton has a record of
service that exceeds expectations for junior faculty members at this stage of their career. She has
been an associate editor for IFAC Mechatronics and has organized many symposia for the American
Control Conference. She has served on many NSF panels, and has been a reviewer for various
journals. She has co-chaired the 2014 Manufacturing Science and Engineering Conference/North
American Manufacturing Research Conference (MSEC/NAMRC) (a major conference in the field of
manufacturing) and served as a program committee member for the International Symposium on
Flexible Automation (ISFA).
External Reviewers:
Reviewer A: “I consider Dr. Barton to be a leader in printing-based manufacturing, with a growing
national and international visibility. …Dr. Barton is already one of the top researchers in the
emerging area, and certainly one of the top Assistant Professors in the printing-based additive

manufactturing area. She
S has alreaady demonstrrated that shee can be an exxcellent schoolar, and has been
able to su
uccessfully in
ntegrate theorretical and ap
pplied researrch.”
Reviewerr B: “Kira haas excelled in
n the three major
m
areas off an academicc career: reseearch, teachinng,
and service. Her research has been
n very impacctful in 1) thee modeling of an importannt additive
manufactturing process, namely eleectrohydrody
ynamic jet prrinting…and 2) the advanncement of
iterative learning
l
conttrol, which iss becoming in
ncreasingly ppopular for ann ever widerr range of
applicatio
ons.”
Reviewerr C: “…among all the peo
ople working
g in ILC, Kirra is in the topp group of 4--6, both due to
her scholarly contribu
utions, but alsso due to her leadership.””
Reviewerr D: “Professsor Barton haas made sign
nificant contriibutions in addvances of itterative learnning
control fo
or precision motion
m
and manufacturing
m
g processes. She has conntributed in riigorous nonliinear
stability conditions
c
fo
or nonlinear repetitive
r
pro
ocesses that aapply to iterattive learning control and also
establisheed an analogu
ue of the non
nlinear repetittive process to the well-kknown result that the
exponential stability of
o a nonlinearr feedback sy
ystem is equiivalent to thee exponentiall stability of tthe
linearized
d dynamics.””
Reviewerr E: “Professsor Barton haas made a serries of signifi
ficant contribuutions to the theory and
applicatio
on of iterativee learning co
ontrol (ILC). ...has also c ontributed too significant aadvancementts in
the modeling and charracterization of complex additive mannufacturing systems, whicch represent an
importantt application target of ILC
C.”
Summary
y of Recomm
mendation: Prrofessor Bartton is a greatt asset to the U
University off Michigan. S
She
is an effective teacherr and an exceellent advisorr. She has buuilt a strong rresearch proggram here wiith
outstanding potential, and has been
n publishing high-qualityy papers. In sservice, she hhas been a grreat
citizen in serving Micchigan and th
he professionaal community
ty. It is with the support oof the Collegge of
Engineeriing Executiv
ve Committeee that I recom
mmend Kira L
L. Barton forr promotion tto associate
professorr of mechaniccal engineerin
ng, with tenu
ure, Departm
ment of Mechaanical Engineering, Colleege of
Engineeriing.
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